
Standard Operating Procedure (SOP)

Lesker PVD75 Magnetron Sputterer

(PVD-03)

In case of fire or injury please call 911 (511 from campus phones)



Lesker PVD75 Magnetron Sputterer



Tool Overview:

The Kurt J. Lesker PVD75 Magnetron Sputterer is a sputtering tool used for depositing metals

and oxides under high vacuum (< 5 x 10-6 Torr). The tool houses an automated load lock which

makes transfer of samples quick and easy of samples up to 6” in diameter. The tool contains a

heated stage that can be heated up to 550℃.

The tool can house four deposition targets at a time, with three DC cathodes and one RF

cathode. The tool can operate using two process gasses, namely Ar and O2 (and a combination

thereof). The tool can be used for co- and sequential depositions. Targets rotate twice a week

and can be requested via the “target request form” which can be found on the QNF wiki or by

following the QR code below:

Target request form



Full procedure:

0. Before you begin
0.1. Log in via NEMO
0.2. Ensure that you’re logged into the Lesker
software as a basic user.
Username: user
Password: user

1. Mount the sample to the platen

1.1. Place your sample on the platen. Fasten the
sample with either kapton tape or the metal
clips.

WARNING!!: Screw tips MUST NOT stick out of
the back-side of the chuck. Doing so will cause
the chuck to be stuck in the process chamber.

1.2. If your sample is a 6” wafer, then remove
the platen and place your sample directly into
the sample ring (upside down).

1.3. Flip the platen upside down. Your sample
should be facing downwards going into the load
lock transfer arm.



2. Vent the load lock chamber

2.1. Press “LL Vent” to run the venting recipe.

This should only take a few minutes.

3. Load sample(s) into the loadlock:

3.1. Open the panel door that the computer is

mounted on, open load lock lid.

3.2. Place the sample into the load lock. Ensure

that the sample is face-down.



3.3. Close the load lock lid and the panel door.

Note: If you forget to close the load lock door,

the software will let you know when you run the

pump-down recipe.

4. Pump the load lock and load sample into

chamber

4.1. Press the “LL Pump & Load Sample” button.

4.2. Wait for the recipe monitor to pause.



4.3. Press the “Motion” tab, and enter your

substrate ID. Press enter. You’ll hear a sound and

the software will inform you that the ID has

been changed.

4.4. Press the “resume” button on the recipe

monitor.

4.5. The tool will now pump down the load lock

and transfer your sample into the tool.

4.6. Once the recipe is complete, check the

“Motion” tab. Your ID should now show up

inside the process chamber and is no longer

visible in the field where it was entered.

Note: This process should take 3-4 minutes.



5. Run deposition recipe

5.1. Press the “Run Recipe” button.

5.2. Pick the recipe you wish to run. There are

dedicated recipes for sources 1 to 4, along with

co- and sequential depositions for sources 2

to 4.

5.3. Enter process parameters and click

“Continue Load”. An estimate of the deposition

rate for the default deposition settings are

shown in the final row in the recipes. If the

process parameters are changed from the

default, the deposition rate will also change.

5.4. As the recipe is running, closely monitor the

deposition power and voltage. Ensure that the

deposition power is at the actual setpoint and

that the voltage is not peaking at 800 V. If this is

not the case, please refer to the front page of

this SOP.



6. Unload sample to load lock and vent load

lock

6.1. When the deposition recipe is complete,

click the “Unload Sample” button.

6.2. Press the “LL Vent” button to vent the load

lock chamber. Wait for the recipe to finish

7. Unload sample from load lock

7.1. When the recipe is complete, open the load

lock door, remove your sample, and place it

back into the chuck on the table.

7.2. Flip platen right-side up.

7.3. Remove sample from the platen.

7.4. Close the load lock door.

8. Pump load lock

8.1. Click “LL Pump” to pump down the load

lock.

8.2. Once the recipe is complete, the software

will clear the ID you entered in the “Motion”

tab.

9. Log out of NEMO

9.1. Log out of PVD-3 on NEMO



Feel free to contact the staff members with any questions

about your process and the tool.
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